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Abstract
The preliminary design phase of a turbine rotor has an important impact on the
architecture of a new engine definition, as it sets the technical envelope of the product
to be designed. Additionally, preliminary design cycle times are increasingly critical in
capturing business opportunities in an ever competitive environment. Improving the
accuracy of the preliminary design (pre-detailed design) is also necessary as not only
does it significantly reduce the overall development of an engine, but also because any
mistakes made at this stage can be extremely hard to rectify.
Previously, typical pre-detail fixing design cycle time was greater due to the lack of
communication between specialist owned and built software and non-optimized data
management. This paper presents a way to change that by detailing a single platform
Design and Analysis tool for the fixing as part of a larger pre-detailed design tool. The
fixing tool created allows the user, through a single graphical user interface, to design
and analyze a fixing using tools for each discipline through the integration of C.A.D.
& F.E.A running in batch mode.
Apart from significantly reducing design cycle time, the fixing tool is also seeking
to improve the quality of the fixings and is extremely user friendly as it provides the
design engineer all the information he would need for the pre-detailed design of a fixing
at his finger tips.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
In the sixty years or so since the first use of jet engines on aircrafts, the world has
seen rapid advancements, in their use, production and development. Jet engines have
become a reliable and efficient solution for global transportation.
Traditionally, the designs of the engines (and its components such as blade fixings)
have been separated into two distinct phases: pre-detailed design and detailed design.
During pre-detailed design, lower accuracy but faster methods, such as established
rules of thumbs, are used to arrive at a rough idea of what the component could be.
Although these methods worked well enough, there is an increased need to improve
the response time and quality of such studies.
In the detailed design phase, high fidelity and more accurate but usually slower meth-
ods such as CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) or FEA (Finite Element Analysis)
are used to obtain a final design. At this phase the approach taken to design is multi-
disciplinary in nature as all disciplines associated with engine design (Aero, Thermal,
Stress, Acoustics etc) are brought together. Optimization using this approach is re-
ferred to as MDO (multidisciplinary optimization).
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1.1 Background
This traditional way of designing engines has a few major disadvantages:
1. Sometimes a complete restart of the design process might be needed as the de-
tailed design is being conducted : “the best engineering effort cannot totally
right a poor concept selection” [8]
2. Large investments in the detailed design phase are needed; a phase that has a
high cost of change, to further refine the very rough design.
These major disadvantages in the design process, together with the growing engine
development cost make the preliminary design cycle time critical in capturing business
opportunities in an ever competitive environment. A need arose for more efficient
design processes that better reflected the market pressures.
The new design process developed, Preliminary Multi-Disciplinary Optimization (PMDO),
uses tools that were previously unavailable or thought to be too time consuming for the
Pre-detailed phase. With the advent of massive computational power, these tools, FEA
and CFD, can now be used to produce more refined first pass component geometry.
The PMDO process aims ‘to rapidly synthesize a complete product and evaluate its
attributes over a range of alternative designs’ [1] therefore providing significant im-
provement in the time taken from conception to delivery. This is shown in Fig. 1.1
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Figure 1.1: Reduction in Design time and Meeting Target Performance
As shown from Fig. 1.1 there is also a potential for missing the target engine deliverables
at the twelve (12) month gate with the current design processes being utilized in the
industry (MDO). The PMDO process hits the target deliverables before the twelve
(12) month gate. This reduction in time is brought about by the increased knowledge
brought up-front. The increase in investment at the initial stages of development is
shown more clearly in Fig. 1.2
3
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Figure 1.2: Cost of Design Change
Fig. 1.2 clearly shows that although the PMDO approach requires an increased invest-
ment in terms of labor hours at the beginning, it does avoid the unfortunate need
to change the design at the later stages of the process where the ability to influence
change is thoroughly diminished while the cost of change is much higher. From the
figure we can also see that upfront (Advanced Design) accuracy and quality also alle-
viates downstream detailed design work thus reducing the time needed for the detailed
design and product development. Under the NSERC / P&WC Propulsion and Sys-
tems Chair, an integrated and automated turbine design tool, that uses the PMDO
approach, capable of producing an optimized design based on geometric, aerodynamic
and stress (both thermal and mechanical) is to be created. Before the work done by
this author, students and engineers at P&WC had done some work on creating the
overall frame work of this tool. This framework is shown in Fig. 1.3
4
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Figure 1.3: Single Interface Platform
As can be seen from the frame work, these preliminary areas (disciplines) of research
for the integration of the PMDO process are (1) Mechanic stress (represented by the
ROTORDESIGN), (2) Aerodynamics (represented by the MEANLINE) and Thermo-
dynamics (represented by COOLING AIRFOILS & SHROUDS).
Before inter-disciplinary design and optimization can occur, intra-disciplinary design
and optimization needs to take place. It is in this area of research that the author
was tasked to explore the optimization of the mechanical stresses part of the single
interface platform.
5
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1.2 Objective
It is well known that the function of a turbine is to extract work from the hot gas flow,
either to drive a compressor, a gearbox or a generator. This subjects the turbine to high
temperatures in the gas path, while towards the disc bore, much cooler temperatures
prevail causing large temperature gradients through the turbine. To obtain the greatest
work extraction from the gas flow, the turbine has to rotate at very high velocities thus
subjecting it to extremely high self-generated centrifugal forces.
The high centrifugal forces coupled with the large temperature gradient cause the
turbine to be subject to high mechanical and thermal stresses. ‘Gas turbine discs
are usually the most critical engine components’ [13] and have three critical areas:
‘dovetail-rim area [also known as fir-tree slots or fixing], the assembly holes and the
hub zone. The joint between the turbine blade and the disc, the fixing [highlighted in
red in Fig. 1.4], is usually the most critical area from the point of view of static stress
and fatigue’ [13].
6
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(a) Disc (b) Rotor
Figure 1.4: A Turbine Rotor Stage
This paper uses the turbine rotor fixing as an example to shows how the PMDO process
can be used in the design. Specifically it introduces the solution of incorporating CAD
and FEA software in the pre-detailed design stage to significantly reduce the time taken
for this highly iterative design phase while ensuring greater accuracy, hence quality,
thus increasing the competitiveness of the component development.
1.3 Paper Organization
The second chapter is a literature review of work done on the analysis of the fixing
and the overall failure analysis of the component. It also contains a summary of the
approaches taken by other authors on the finite element modeling of the fixing as well
as a theoretical explanation of the stresses used in the paper.
The third chapter deals with the fixing design and analysis tool. It gives a high level
7
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view of the tool as well as the details on the development process. This chapter also
presents the methods currently used at P&WC and the rationale behind them.
The analysis approach that was considered during the development of the tool and
finally the analysis approach decided upon and its merits/ pitfalls are described in
chapter four and five.
The sources used in the research and development of this tool are shown in the bibli-
ography.
8
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Few works exist that investigate the integration of CAD packages as well as FEA
packages in the making of a single platform tool for design and analysis of fixings.
This chapter will present the works found that explore this MDO (Multi-Disciplinary
Optimization) approach as well as showing the relevant information gathered from
works that deal with the FEA or failure of fixings.
As in most MDO approaches, the work by Harald Langer et al. in [6] has to deal with
different software tools for each discipline.
In their works, the authors used the CAD program Pro/E as a CAD package to create
full parametric models. The CAD package is also used for determining the thickness
of models as well as the geometry and configuration parameters needed. Using this
CAD model the authors are able to automate the generation of a finite element model
(FEM) using ANSYS. These specific packages fulfill the authors requirement of being
able to be run in batch mode and that they have accessible model and result files.
The tools are integrated using an “application manager” [6] which is run through the
CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) program Matlab and is “responsible for the data
management, job administration and execution.”[6] With the evolutionary algorithm
(EA), Matlab is also used for the optimization, approximation and visualization.
9
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The integration approach of Pro/E and ANSYS used by Harald Langer et al. is shown
in Fig. 2.1
Figure 2.1: Flowchart of the Integration of Pro/E and FEA in [6]
Wenbin Song et al. [12] uses a similar process of approaching the Multi-Disciplinary
Optimization as Harald Langer et al. with a minor difference. Instead of just using a
CAD program, the author uses ICAD (Intelligent CAD). ICAD “is a combination of
knowledge-based engineering (KBE) and CAD technology and its generative modeling
capability” [12]. The use of ICAD enables corporate knowledge to be continually used
in the creating of models along with best practices and performance, manufacturing
and cost criteria into a complete product model.
2.1 FEA
2.1.1 Modeling
For the modeling of the disc and fixing, P. Papanikos et al. agree that “in view of the
disc symmetry, only one sector of the disc [can] be modeled” [9]. Furthermore, the
10
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authors also believe that when it comes to the contact surface between the blade and
disc portion of the fixing, the blade and disc should be discretized such that the nodes
and elements at the common boundaries match in number and position.
2.1.2 Meshing
In [12], W. Song et al. agree that FEA (finite element analysis) is computationally
intensive and thus compromise needs to be made between accuracy and computational
cost. This lead the authors to increase the mesh density around the inner radii of both
the blade and disc fixing as that is where the authors feel peak stresses occur.
2.1.3 Loading
It is a generally agreed upon that the loads associated with the fixing are “the self-
generated centrifugal forces of the disc and associated blades, the bending loads due
to the gas pressure and the thermal loads” [7]. The most important of these being
“the radial centrifugal force which pulls the blade away”[10] from the fixing and the
bending load caused by the difference in pressure between the pressure and suction
surface of the blade.
2.1.4 Stress Distribution
In the work by G. Zboinski [14], a 3D analysis of a four lobe fixing was run under simple
tension and loading. From his work, he was able to conclude that the maximum stress
occurred at the fillet of the tooth closest to the disc. It was also found in works by
W. Song et al. that the “the distribution of centrifugal load between the teeth is very
non-uniform and the top tooth may take significant portion of the load.” [12] .
11
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2.2 Stress calculation
In mechanics of materials [5], the Cauchy stress tensor is a second order tensor that
defines the stress at a point in a material. This is shown in Fig. 2.2
Figure 2.2: Stress Components
The tensor is a co-relations between a unit vector and the stress vector as shown in
Eq. 2.1 .
Tn =

σx τxy τxz
τyx σy τyz
τzx τyz σz
 nˆ (2.1)
As any tensor, the stress tensor obeys the tensor transformation law under a change in
co-ordinate system. In the Cauchy stress tensor, this co-ordinate transformation occurs
from the original co-ordinate (x,y) to a principal co-ordinate system. This principal
co-ordinate system is unique as it contains no shear stress. This is shown in Fig. 2.3
12
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(a) Original Co-ordinate system (b) Principal Co-ordinate System
Figure 2.3: Stress Cube in 2-D
This transformation is represented by Eq. 2.2

σx τxy τxz
τyx σy τyz
τzx τyz σz
 nˆ =

σ. 0 0
0 σ. 0
0 0 σ.
 nˆ (2.2)
Eq. 2.2 can be re-written as:

σx − σ τxy τxz
τyx σy − σ τyz
τzx τyz σz − σ
 nˆ =

0.
0.
0.
 (2.3)
and the determinant being:
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
σx − σ τxy τxz
τyx σy − σ τyz
τzx τyz σz − σ
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0 (2.4)
Eq. 2.4 is an Eigen value problem with the solutions giving the principal stresses. The
13
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principal stresses are then given by Eq. 2.5 in 2-D
σ1, σ3 =
σx + σy
2 ±
√(
σx + σy
2
)2
+ τ 2xy (2.5)
The principal stresses are better represented on a plot of normal stress vs shear stress,
otherwise known as Mohr’s circle.
Figure 2.4: Mohr’s Circle
As one can see σ1represents the highest tensile stress while σ3, the highest compressive
stress.
14
3 Tool Development
The incorporation of the PMDO process to the design of turbine components facilitates
the development of a tool that combines CAD and FEA.
3.1 Current Design Process
During the preliminary design process of fixings, Pratt & Whitney Canada currently
utilizes multiple tools for the design and analysis. These tools, although very valu-
able have limited inter-communication with other applications or technical disciplines.
Some of these tools reside in coded excel spread sheet type applications while others
are self-standing executables.
3.2 Proposed Solution
The author proposes a new tool that will incorporate the powerful tools usually set
aside for the detailed design level, CAD and FEA. This tool will have a single user
interface where the user, from one graphical user interface (GUI) can both design and
analyze a fixing. The tool is able to do the current analysis (1-D) as well as 2-D
analysis through an FEA package. The proposed layout of the tool is shown in Fig. 3.1
15
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Figure 3.1: Layout of the Design and Analysis GUI
As can be seen from Fig. 3.1 the tool is separated in three main parts: Inputs, Display
and Outputs. The inputs sections is where the user will enter all the geometric data to
develop the fixing in which the program will communicate with the CAD software to
generate a model. This model is then shown in the display section and the 1-D stresses
calculated. The output section is separated into three parts : Data, 1D stresses and
2D peak stresses. The 2D peak stresses sub-section will allow the user to run a quasi
3D analysis in the FEA package and display the peak stresses back to the user in the
GUI. Details of all these parts and how they work are further along in this paper.
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3.2.1 Tool Architecture
The main advantage of this tool is its ability to allow a single tool to perform tasks
that would have required the use of multiple tools. The communication between the
CAD program and the FEA software is key. It was decided that a CAE software would
be a great environment to develop the GUI, and with the help of a gateway program
the CAE software is also able to communicate with CAD and FEA softwares. This is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.2
Figure 3.2: Architecture of the Tool
As can be seen from Fig. 3.2 the CAE software acts as the execution control and
coordinates data flow between software, dictating the flow of information to and from
the CAD and FEA. The CAE software sends the user inputs to the CAD program
which in turn returns a model. This model, together with other user inputs is sent to
the FEA which returns the peak stresses and stress contours.
17
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3.3 Modeling the Fixing
3.3.1 Geometry / Parametrization
For the tool to be as useful as it can be, it needs to be extremely flexible and versatile
in its ability to model and analyze a large variety of different fixings. This is done by
the creation of different seed CAD files to model different multi lobe fixings.
Although absolute flexibly would be great in a perfect world, a trade off must be made
with the respect to the speed of the tool (since this tool is to decrease the amount
the overall pre-detailed design time). A compromise between flexibility and time is
reached by allowing the seed files to be controlled by a set of parameters. Although
the parameters are identical, there are more parameters in the two lobe model than
there are in the one lobe and even more in the three lobe and so forth to account for
the increased number of lobes. For the purpose of this paper, the author has chosen to
represent both the features of the models, and the parameters, using the 3 lobe model
as an example. An initialization data base of previous successfull design is also used
to speed up the process. This allows the user to start from a firm accurate base and
make changes instead of starting from a blank slate.
The parameters used in creating a fixing are classified as either user parameters or
derived. As the name implies, the user parameters are defined by the user while
derived parameters are a result of the geometrical model constraints.
The three lobe model geometry is divided into three sections: Top, Middle Part and
Bottom Part with each section having a lobe and a neck. This is shown in Fig. 3.3
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Figure 3.3: 3 Lobe Fixing sections
The four lobe model has four sections, the same three sections as the three lobe model
and an extra Middle Part. This section is the same as the Middle part in three
lobe model. The two lobe model and the one lobe model have two and one section
respectively; losing the Middle Part and the Bottom part.
3.3.1.1 Blade
The blade section of the fixing can be explained by looking at a neck-lobe pair. The
neck just like the lobe is defined by three pieces of geometry: 2 arcs and a line joining
the two arcs tangent to both. The arc at the top is referred to as the high arc, the
bottom, the low arc and the connecting line the side line. The arcs radius’, which can
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either be of equal or different, along with the length of the side line (side length) and
the angle with respect to the wedge line (side angle) fully define the geometry of the
neck while similar arcs and side lines define the lobe. Between the Neck and the lobe
is a straight line (flat). This flat is where the blade and disc portions of the fixing meet
and are therefore load flats (sometimes referred to as bearing flats). The angle (load
angle) and the length (flat length) define where the lobe is with respect to the neck.
This is shown in figure Fig. 3.4
Figure 3.4: Blade Neck-Lobe pair
Each subsequent neck-lobe pair are joined together by a straight line defined as the
unload flat (or lobe flat). The length (flat length) and angle (unload angle) determine
the position of the neck-lobe pair relative the one above it. The number of these neck-
lobe pairs are dictated by the number of lobes the fixing has; i.e. a three lobe fixing
will have three neck-lobe pairs separated by two unload flats.
Special geometry exists at the very top and bottom of the blade. The top of the neck
is joined to the platform line by a straight line defined by an angle (blade top angle)
and length (blade top length) while at the bottom a flat joins the last lobe to the
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horizontal line that is the bottom edge of the blade. When a blade is riveted, this
bottom edge includes an arc as well as a horizontal line. The arcs radius is the rivet
radius while the height above the horizontal line is the rivet distance. This is shown
in Fig. 3.5
Figure 3.5: Blade Bottom
3.3.1.2 Cooling
The cooling passage is modeled as four straight lines dictated by three lengths. The
first is the cooling width at the top neck. This dictates the first straight line which is
always vertical and extends to the top of the blade. The second measurement is the
cooling width at the middle part neck and the third at the bottom part neck. These
measurements dictate the last three lines. The second line joins the width at the top
neck and the width at the middle part neck while the third line joins the cooling width
at the middle part and the cooling width at the bottom part. The last line defining the
cooling passage is a vertical line from the cooling passage width at the bottom neck.
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3.3.1.3 Disc
The disc portion of the fixing has almost identical geometry to the blade but offset by
a straight line normal to the wedge line the length of which is determined by the user.
The part where the two differ greatly is at their bottom portions.
Below the last lobe of the disc, a straight (live rim side line) joins the bottom neck-lobe
pair with the live rim geometry. The live rim geometry is comprised of two arcs, the
top being the live rim high arc and the bottom the live rim low arc. The radii of these
arcs along with the distance between the bottom of the disc and the live rim (live
rim clearance) define the radius of this section of the disc. The geometry is shown in
Fig. 3.6
Figure 3.6: Disc Bottom Geometry
3.3.2 Cooling Model
When designing a cooling path for a fixing, the exact cooling width needed for the CAD
model is not always known, making it non-ideal for defining the cooling as a user. The
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total cooling area of the blade fixing on the other hand is usually a quantity calculated
by cognizant analysts and would be a good place to define the overall cooling regime.
Starting from this cooling area, the user is able to refine the cooling areas using both
direct and indirect inputs. These parameters are shown in Table 3.1
Table 3.1: Parameters used to define the cooling
Unit Type
Number of Lobes User input
Bottom Neck width Geometry Output
Broach Angle User input
Cooling Area User input
Number of passages User input
Cooling Area Distribution User input
Expansion Factor User input
Minimum Wall Thickness User input
Minimum Rib Thickness User input
Casting Radius User input
Distance to Front User input
Distance to Back User input
The user input cooling parameters are entered by the user through a dedicated cooling
GUI. This GUI much like the main Fixing Design and Analysis GUI is divided into an
input, display and output section. The input section, as the name implies, is where the
user enters all the input parameters outlined in Tab. 3.1 while the display shows a cross
section of the fixing at the bottom neck and the output section gives the minimum
fixing width based on the parameters inputted.
The cooling model in the fixing is a rectangle inclined by the broach angle with the
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similarly inclined rectangles with filleted corners as the cooling holes representing the
cooling passages. The lengths of the cooling holes are a results of the wall minimum
thicknesses while their widths are affected by the cooling area distribution percentages,
casting radii and there lengths. This is shown in Fig. 3.7
Figure 3.7: Cooling
Starting with the area for each cooling whole being a percentage of the total cooling
area, one can find the width of the cooling hole using simple geometry. Knowing the
broach angle and the casting radius (R), we can find the area of the parallelogram lost
because of the chamfer:
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Figure 3.8: Cooling Corner
This area is represented by:
Ac = lc ∗ wc − Achamfer (3.1)
The area lost by the chamfers is given by:
Achamfer = R2c
[
1
tan(450 − β2 )
+ 1
tan(450 + β2 )
]
− 2 ∗ piR2c
(1
4
)
(3.2)
The width is calculated as from the cooling area equation as it is the only unknown in
the equation:
wc =
Ac ∗+Achamfer
lc
(3.3)
The final fixing minimum width is a result of the individual cooling holes widths,
minimum rib thickness and the minimum distance to leading and trailing edge.
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The bottom seal is modeled as a semi-circle with the radius being the distance from
the blade fixing bottom to the live rim width and its thickness a user input. On the
other hand the deflector is modeled as a rectangle with its width at 25 % of the fixing
width and its length being the seal’s radius.
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Once the model parameters have been fully populated and the tool geometry has been
updated 1-D stress calculations are automatically run. These 1-D stress values provide
an initial set of verification to the model. For the purpose of the 1-D calculations, a
bisecting line is drawn from the inflection point of the right fixing neck to the inflection
point of the opposing neck on the left side. This is done both on the blade and the
disc portion of the fixing, dividing them into distinct sections. The number of sections
in a fixing is always one more than the number of lobes. This is shown in Fig. 4.1
Figure 4.1: Area Sections
From Newton’s third Law we know that every action (Force) has an equal and oppo-
site reaction (Force). For this simplified set of calculations we assume that the only
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external force acting on the fixing is the centrifugal force (referred to as the pull) that
is generated by the spinning of the blade and the platform. These external forces are
given to the tool through an input file.
The other forces that the fixing is subjected to are the self-generated centrifugal forces
(pulls). Since the study of the fixing is what the author is interested in, the pull of
both the blade and the disc portions of the fixing are calculated at the bottom of each
of the sections shown in Fig. 4.1 using 4.1.
C.F = mv
2
rC.G
(4.1)
In these simplified 1-D calculations although the forces are obtained as a result of the
kinematics of the fixing, the fixing is assumed statically loaded and in equilibrium.
The model is further simplified by saying that the forces are applied at the midpoint
of the bisecting line (show in red in Fig. 4.1) and are orthogonal to the line although
they are known to be distributive in nature. All the calculations are also done on the
broach plane and not the axis of rotation plane.
For the 1-D calculations, the direct (Normal), bearing, Shear and Bending stress as
calculated. Fig. 4.2 shows the cross sectional planes in which the stresses are calculated
4.1 Direct Stress
Direct or normal stress is defined as the ratio of applied force and the cross sectional
area.
σ = P
A
(4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Stress Plane
This translates to the stress at a point of interest being the pull of the material above it
divided by the perpendicular area. With the simplification for 1D stress calculations,
the stress only changes radially, the area perpendicular to the pull is equal to the
length of the fixing at that point multiplied by the rim width (fixing width).
To get a good representation of the stress on the fixing, the direct stress is calculated
at the critical region of each of the sections outlined is Fig. 4.1. Looking at Eq.4.2 we
can see that the critical region occurs at the minimum fixing length in the individual
section which happens to be the bottom of each of the sections.
In the disc portion of the fixing, the pull takes into account not only the disc material
above it, but has to take into account the pull of the blade material above it as the
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blade pull is transferred through the bearing contacts.
Figure 4.3: Transfer of Blade Pull to Disc
As can be seen in Fig. 4.3 the axis of symmetry of the blade and the disk in which the
loads are assumed to be acting on are not parallel and are offset by each other by the
angle (θ). This means that the reaction force (Fr) on the disc caused by the blade (Fb)
has to undergo a co-ordinate transformation. This transfer of the blade pull through
the bearing surface (Fc) yields to a co-ordinate transformation factor:
cos (φ− θ)
cos (φ) (4.3)
With this factor, the normal stress equation for the disc is slightly different from the
one of the blade. The normal stress in the disc is:
σdisc =
Fd ∗ loadabove
lneck ∗ wrim +
Fb ∗ loadabove ∗ cos(φ−θ)/cos(φ)
lneck ∗ wrim (4.4)
The first term in Eq.4.4 is due to the pull of the disc while the second is due to the
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pull of the blade transfered to the disc.
4.2 Bearing Stress
The bearing is where the transfer of loads from the blade to the disc occurs; this makes
it a critical region. The bearing stress is calculated as the normal stress on the bearing
plane multiplied by the user inputted load factor on that lobe. With the bearing plane
at an angle (ϕ) to the horizontal, the normal force on an individual bearing surface
is the component of the pull of the blade and the components above it normal to the
bearing surface divided by the number of teeth (twice the number of lobes). This is
shown by the vector (Fc) in Fig. 4.3
When looking at one portion of the fixing (blade or disc) one can see a more clear view
of the force and its components. Fig. 4.4 shows the free body diagram at the blade
portion of the bearing line.
The area is the product of the bearing length and the rim width.
Abearing = lbearing ∗ wrim (4.5)
Giving an equation for Bearing stress being:
σbearing =
F flat ∗ sec (ϕ)
lbearing ∗ wrim (4.6)
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Figure 4.4: Forces on Blade Bearing Line
4.3 Shear Stress
Apart from the direct stresses discussed in the preceding section of this paper, the
author also looked at the average shear stress on each lobe of the fixing. In the most
general sense, the average shear stress of any object is the ratio of the force applied on
that object and the cross–sectional area of the material with the area parallel to the
applied force vector. This is given by the simple equation:
Ashear = lshear ∗ wrim (4.7)
Using the free body diagram showing the forces on the blade portion of the fixing,
Fig. 4.4, one can see that the force parallel to the shear section is represented by
F shear. The ratio of this force and the shear area (Ashear) gives the average shear force
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equation used:
σshear =
F flat ∗ sec (ϕ) ∗ cos (ϕ− α)
lshear ∗ wrim (4.8)
4.4 Bending Stress
Using the Euler–Bernoulli beam bending theory, the average bending stress over in a
beam under simple bending is given by:
σ = M ∗ y
Ix
(4.9)
The author realizes that this equation doesn’t perfectly represent the physical situation
in which the fixing is in as it relies on the assumptions that:
1. The beam is subject to pure bending; i.e. there are no shear forces, no torsion
and no axial loads acting on the beam, all of which are most certainly present in
the fixing.
2. The material is homogenous and isotropic.
3. The material is linearly elastic; i.e. it obeys Hooke’s Law, which the author
cannot confirm beyond reasonable doubt as some of the materials that might be
used in the fabrication of the fixing might deform plastically.
Since at the 1-D calculation stage, the stresses are not meant to be numbers by which
to make decision but rather a first pass of what they might be, this simplification
isn’t that detrimental to the analysis. With the purpose of providing a quick method
of designing and analyzing the fixing, this simplification is necessary to aid with the
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speed. The user has to understand though that the values obtained in the 1-D portion
are to be taken with a level of skepticism .
Simple beam bending applied to the fixing yield the equation:
σbending =
M ∗ lbending
I
(4.10)
Where the bending moment at the center of the bearing line takes into account all the
forces represented by Fig. 4.4 This gives:
M = [F flat ∗ sec (ϕ) ∗ cos (ϕ− α) ∗ c]− [F flat ∗ sec (ϕ) ∗ sin (ϕ− α) ∗ u] (4.11)
The second moment of inertia of the bending section, of a rectangle with its length
equal to the bearing length and the width equal to the rim width, is given by:
I =
wrim ∗ l3bending
12 (4.12)
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The greatest proposed advancement in the pre-detailed design and analysis of fixings
comes from the ability of the tool to allow the user to run finite element analysis of
the fixing.
The goal of a finite element analysis (FEA) is to mathematically recreate the behavior
of an actual engineering system (the fixing system in this case). The model consists
of all nodes, material properties, real constants, elements, boundary conditions and
other features that are used to represent the physical system. This tool is able to use
an FEA package to accurately model the geometry, loads and behavior of the physical
fixing.
For the tool to operate as a single platform as outlined earlier in this paper, the FEA
package needs to run with no direct user input. This requirement facilitates the FEA
package to be run in batch mode (i.e the analysis running with no manual input). The
FEA package used offers a design language with which this can be done.
The FEA design language is a scripting language that allows the automation of com-
mon tasks. It includes a set of FORTRAN based routines that access the many features
of the FEA software that a user would use in the non-batch mode run. The design lan-
guage also has the added feature that allows the recording of sequences of FEA package
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commands in macro files (also called command files). The creation of these macros
enable one to create custom functions; allowing one to call one function to executive a
series of commands in the FEA package. This ability of the FEA design language was
utilized to create several macros that run the FEA analysis from the pre-processing
to the solving to the post-processing. This procedure is shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 5.1
Figure 5.1: Automated FEA Progression of Tasks
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5.1 Pre-Processing
The pre-processing of the fixing model in the FEA incorporates all the actions that
transform the physical model to the accurate mathematical model that is solved by
the FEA. It includes everything from the importation of geometry to application of
boundary conditions and the application of loads.
5.1.0.1 Geometry Import
As discussed earlier in this paper, a gateway program acts as an interface between
the various software packages used in the tool. The importation of the geometry is
handled by a macro that to imports the exact geometry of the model created in CAD
software through the Design and analysis GUI. This macro also imports parameters
that are utilized by subsequent macros to dictate other aspects of the model such as
the temperature profile and the rotational speed (RPM).
After the running of the macro to completion, the model in the FEA software looks
very similar to the image shown in Fig. 5.2
Figure 5.2: Geometry Imported to FEA software
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5.1.1 Geometry Refinement
A few geometric refinements need to occur before the model is ready to be meshed.
This refinement include the creation of a quasi-platform, splitting the disc at the live-
rim and the aligning of contact surfaces on the blade and disc portion of the fixing.
Each of these tasks are accomplished by individual and dedicated macros.
The blade portion of the fixing and the disc portion of the fixing above the liverim
have a constant width but the portion of the disc lower than the live rim has a variable
width dependent on the disc geometry on the axis-symmetric plane. This facilitates
the splitting of the disc at the liverim in prepartion for the width (thickness) mapping
further along the pre-processing.
When the geometry is imported the contact surfaces are not properly aligned as the
bearing line on the blade starts earlier and ends earlier than on the disc. The true
bearing line is where these two lines intersect the start of the disc bearing line to the
end of the blade bearing line. A macro refines the geometry so that the bearing line in
both the blade and the disc portion of the fixing start and end at the same time. This
is extremely important in subsequent pre-processing functions as contact surfaces are
defined.
Fig. 5.3 shows the model in ANSYS after the completion of the geometry refinement.
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Figure 5.3: Geometry Refined
5.1.2 Meshing
Meshing of the geometry is one of the most crucial steps in the pre-processing as
it creates the nodes in the geometry at which the finite element analysis is run. A
few approaches exist when using the FEA package and two of these methods were
investigated. Both these methods had a finer mesh at critical regions (bearing surfaces,
blade necks and around the live rim) and a coarser mesh away from the critical regions.
This is done to have enough number of nodes at the areas of interest (critical regions)
while keeping the amount of time needed to obtain a solution short, as the coarser
mesh reduces the number of calculation nodes.
The first method tried by the author involved setting an area element size (the distance
between two consecutive nodes) and refining the mesh at the critical regions by setting
the size of the elements on the critical lines. This method proved to be ineffective in
providing accurate results as the transition between the coarser and finer meshed areas
where extremely abrupt.
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The second method utilized a smart sizing feature available in the FEA program. A
minimum element size is set to provide a fine mesh around the edges of the areas and
an expansion factor and expansion rate from one element to another is chosen. This
allows the critical areas to be finely meshed and the areas away from the critical region
to be coarsely meshed with a smooth transition between the two meshes.
Fig. 5.4 shows the model in the FEA software after meshing
Figure 5.4: Meshed Fixing
5.1.3 Width ‘Thickness’ Mapping
To obtain accurate pulls in the fixing in the FEA, an accurate fixing widths needed
to be mapped in the FEA. Before a method for how to map the thickness could be
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investigated and determined the thickness to be mapped to the fixing, the thickness
to be mapped needed to be determined.
To determine the thickness to be mapped, one needs to realize that two reference planes
exist when talking about the fixing: The axis of rotation frame (plane perpendicular
to the axis of rotation of the turbine) and broach plane (the plane with its outward
facing normal offset by the broach angle to the axis of rotations).
The disc is created and exists in the axis of rotation plane while the full blade portion
of the fixing is created in the broach plane. This poses a problem as the widths of
the two portions of the fixing in there reference frames are not equal. Careful thought
needed to be taken for the thickness mapping as the thickness of the two portions of
the fixing directly impact the pulls of the fixing and hence the 2D stress.
It was decided that both thicknesses where to be mapped in the broach plane. This
decision was taken after realizing that both the disc and blade portion were imported
onto the broach plane in the FEA software, this gives a slightly larger 2-D area of
the disc portion of the fixing than it would have on the axis of rotation plane. This
slightly larger area needs to be offset by a larger pull to accurately reflect the stress
of the fixing. The most accurate way to do this is by increasing the thickness of the
fixing by the same factor, cos (β), as the fixing area was enlarged due to the mapping
of the fixing to the broach plane.
With that settled, the method of thickness mapping was looked at. Initially the author
tried simplifying the mapping of the thickness by mapping it as a constant thickness
for the whole fixing equal to the rim width rotated to the broach plane. This approach
provided extremely inaccurate stress results as the disc thickness is not constant.
Knowing that the axis-symmetric plane of the disc needed to dictate the thickness
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being mapped onto the disc, attention turned to how best do this. This gave rise
to the second and third attempt at mapping the thickness. The second attempt, yet
again tried to map the thickness as simply as possible but this time with non-constant
thickness. This approach split the disc area into multiple slices with each area having
a constant thickness different from the subsequent one depending on its radial position
of the center or that area and the width of the disc associated with that fixing on the
axis-symmetric plane at the same radial position. This approach yielded better results
than the first one but the abrupt changes in thickness being mapped from one area to
the other left a lot to be desired.
The third method took the second approach further by mapping each individual el-
ement of the mesh to the width of the disc associated with that fixing on the axis-
symmetric plane at the same radial position. This approach gave a smooth transition
in the thickness mapping and yielded the most accurate results.
Fig. 5.5 shows the isometric view detailing the difference in the disc thickness mapping
from approach one ( 5.5a) to three ( 5.5b).
(a) Method 1 (b) Method 3
Figure 5.5: Isometric View of the Thickness Mapping
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This is shown better when looking at the side view
(a) Method
1
(b) Method 3
Figure 5.6: Side View of the Thickness Mapping
5.1.4 Boundary Condition
In the physical model, the bearing surface at the blade portion of the fixing may slide
tangentially to the bearing surface of the disc fixing but cannot not move normally. In
the FEA package, the two bearing surfaces are coupled in the normal direction with
the displacement at zero. This imposes the boundary condition to reflect the physical
model.
The other boundary condition placed on the model in the FEA is the coupling of the
nodes that are at the same radial position on the left and right edge of the disc portion
of the fixing. These nodes are coupled in both the tangential and the normal direction
to the edge. This boundary condition is to account for the fact that only a segment
of the full circle that is the physical model of the fixing. In the physical model the
segment would not be able to move radially or tangentially independently.
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Fig. 5.7 shows the model after the boundary conditions have been applied.
Figure 5.7: Figure Showing the Boundary Conditions
5.1.5 Applying Loads
The temperature of an object greatly affects the properties of that material. The
temperature also affects the amount of expansion of that material and hence imposes
a strain and stress on that object. To properly reflect the physical model a temperature
map that changes radially is applied. Fig. 5.8 shows an example of a temperature map
that is applied.
The loads on the fixing are the “self-generated centrifugal forcesof the disc and the
associated blade, the bending loads due to the gas pressure and the thermal loads” [7]
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with the greatest of these being the centrifugal forces. The centrifugal forces of the
blade and platform above the fixings are modeled in the FEA package as the mass
associated with the force at the specified RPM spread over the length of the top of the
blade.
Figure 5.8: Example of Temperature Distribution
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Fig. 5.9 shows the model after the loads have been applied
Figure 5.9: FEA Model with Loads
5.2 Solving
A static large deformation solution is run for the fixing. The large deformation model
gives a more accurate solution as it cannot be assumed that the amount of strain is
less than a few percentages
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5.3 Post Processing
After the solution has been reached, macros interpret the results and create a picture
of the 1st principal stress contour as well as create an output file that prints the peak
stresses in the blade and disc. These outputs are read by the Design and Analysis GUI
to display these values to the user. Fig. 5.10 shows an example of an elongation and
stress contour
(a) Elongation of the Fixing (b) Principal 1 stress
Figure 5.10: Results from the FEA software
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6 Results
To test the validity of the tool created, the tool was used to run fixing geometries that
had been analyzed with previous design tools, where possible the 3-D results where
compared with the 2-D results obtained from the tool. Due to the propriety nature of
the fixing and there stresses, no values of stresses shall be shown; only the contours of
the 1st principal stress shall be shown for the purpose of comparison and discussion.
6.1 Model 1
Both models that were analyzed by the tool were of the 3 lobe configuration, the first
having compound radii while the second having circular radii. The two models also
differed by the disc profile that were mapped on to the fixing geometry. The thickness
mapped in model 1 is shown in Fig. 6.1
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(a) Isometric View (b) Right View
Figure 6.1: Thickness Mapped to Model 1
The first model gave a 1st principal stress as shown in Fig. 6.2
(a) Elongation (b) 1st Principal
Stress
Figure 6.2: Results: Model 1
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As can be seen, the stresses in the fixings appear to be as expected. As anticipated,
the stress at the bore is maximum as all the material above it contribute to the pull
it feels. One can also observe that around the unloading flats the stresses the fixing is
subject to are at a minimum and that around the disc live rim the stresses are high.
This is due to its curvature and the fact that all the blade portion of the fixing’s loads
have been transferred to the disc.
When you zoom into the disc portion of the fixing, the stresses are comparable to
those found in 3-D. The maxima and minima are also located in similar locations.
A comparison between the 2-D and the 3-D analysis run on this model is shown in
Fig. 6.3
(a) 2-D Stress (b) 3-D Stress
Figure 6.3: Contour Plots of the 1st Principal Stresses
When looking at 6.3b, one can see that the peak stresses occur at the disc lobes; this
is predicted in 6.3a. One can also see that the maximum stresses occur right below
the last lobes neck in both 6.3a and 6.3b. The similarity between 6.3a and 6.3b
verifies the approach taken by the author as being accurate in predicting 3D stress.
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6.2 Model 2
The second model had a slightly different disc profile than that of the first model. The
thickness mapped to the fixing is shown in Fig. 6.4.
(a) Isometric View (b) Right View
Figure 6.4: Thickness Mapped to Model 2
One can see that the disc profile mapped contains a few interesting features; firstly, the
disc profile contains several appendages, an appendage on the leading and the trailing
edge at the hub of the disc and appendages on the leading and the trailing edge a third
of the way up from the hub.
Using the loads that the fixing would experience in normal operation and the disc
thickness mapping shown in Fig. 6.4, the analysis was run using the tool. The analysis
from model 2 gives:
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(a) Elongation (b) 1st Principal
Stress
Figure 6.5: Results: Model 2
A few things can be noted when looking at Fig. 6.5. Firstly, one can observe from 6.5a
that the elongation is similar to that of 6.2a. This is to be expected as the loads and
conditions at the boundary in both models are identical. One can also noticed that
unlike 6.2b, 6.5b shows a reduction in the stress around a third of the way from hub.
This is a result of the increased area at that location due to the appendages.
To investigate the tensile stress on the fixing more closely, a zoomed in image of the
contours of the 1st principal were taken.
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(a) Disc (b) Blade
Figure 6.6: 1st principal stress: Model 2
Similarly to 6.3a , one can see that the peak tensile stresses around the disc lobe and
the blade neck. This is because of the fact that the transfer of loads from the blade
to the disc occurs around this section. The transfer of load from the blade to the disc
can be seen when observing the 3rd principal stress. This is shown when looking at
the compressive stresses on the fixing shown in Fig. 6.7
(a) Disc (b) Blade
Figure 6.7: 3rd principal stress: Model 2
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7 Conclusion
The author sought to develop a single platform D&A tool that would provide a real
improvement compared to the current D&A tools and succeeded. The tool developed
enables a cohesive single integrated simulation environment capturing the strength of
targeted commercial software for their specific capabilities.
The reduction in execution time and user manipulation, through an automated and
secured system, demonstrated evident gains when turbine rotor D&A quality and speed
are of paramount importance.
7.1 Future Work
This tool would be improved by the incorporation of an optimizer and that is what
the author shall be focusing future efforts on. Future work shall explore the different
software packages and algorithms that may be employed with the D&A tool to provide
a pre-detailed design engineer with the ability to have a better initial fixing.
Through the optimization package, the author will also seek to develop a knowledge
base of feasible fixing designs either through intelligent CAD systems or through design
charts.
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